23rd June, 2021,

From : Executive Director, Partners in Action for Sustainable Development
To

: The President, Hope for Malawi Foundation Inc.

Re

: Quarterly report on school feeding program in our Schools.

Dear All,
I am happy to report on the coming back of Feed the Hungry organisation which is continuing with the feeding
support to our schools and also the coming in of a new partner, Joyce Banda Foundation to complement the
same efforts. Feed the Hungry is continuing with the provision of Fortified Rice to our children while JB
Foundation is providing our schools with nutritious porridge flour.

We received 209 cartons of fortified rice, weighing 16.6 kilograms each which totals to 3,469.4 kilograms of
fortified rice for all schools. This rice was distributed to all schools and will be used together in rotation within
the weeks, with the nutritious porridge flour that we received from JB Foundation.

The food was ferried from Blantyre to Zomba using a 5 tones vehicle and the distribution trips within Zomba
were done using this small car, taking food to all centers.

In the picture are smiling children of Magwira School, waving at us after delivering the first chunk of fortified
rice to their school.

Malemia nursery school children receiving their share of the food.

In a similar event, our school management committee members were invited to receive 4 bags of Nutritious
porridge flour from Joyce Banda Foundation, an organisation that works within Domasi and was founded by the
former head of state Madam Joyce Banda. This food will complement the fortified rice which we receive from
feed the hungry to cover a period of 12 weeks. This guarantees continuity of the school feeding program which
raises healthy children in our schools and villages.

In this picture, Amos received a bag of nutritious porridge flour from the coordinator of programs at JB
Foundation, Mr. Malemia to symbolically accept the offer which JB Foundation promised to continue giving to
our schools. Watching on this symbolic handover in the picture are Harold Mtokoma our Community Facilitator
and Chisomo Makawa who teaches at Mdumu Nursery school.

School representatives from all our schools from Domasi came to witness the receiving of our first school feeding
support from Joyce Banda Foundation.
In the closure of this report, I would like to extend our appreciation to Hope for Malawi for the financial support
given to this course. It is this financial support that makes it possible for us to be ready and able to meet all
logistical and administrative costs in grabbing and utilizing such opportunities. Without your finances we cannot

win such support for we cannot manage to collect school feeding materials from the partners and distribute the
same to our beneficiaries.
The school feeding program is a significant component of Early Childhood Development program in Malawi,
together with other components like Construction of learning Centers and Teacher Support, they ensures the
realization of the ECD mission which is to provide the Malawian child with high quality services in early childhood
care that ensure their survival, growth, protection, stimulation and development that would lead to their active
participation in National Development.
Thank you for your support.
Yours Sincerely

Amos Ezekiel Chiyenda.
PASD Executive Director
0995 488 299/ 0884 047 518
amoschiyenda@gmail.com
partnersinaction2017@gmail.com

